
Sponsor Proposal 

The Mayday Mission 

The semiannual Mayday! Underground was created in the spring of 2010 by Casey 
Wright and Amanda Preske, long time regulars on the craft show scene. Rochester is 
home to a wide range of craft shows and festivals, but a consistent show dedicated to 
the indie niche didn’t exist. Amanda and Casey designed Mayday! Underground to be 
a venue for underrepresented artists to showcase their wares by keeping it affordable, 
and a well curated marketplace for shoppers to find truly fun items. They describe 
indie craft as a melding of traditional techniques with current trends and new ways of 
using materials. Among the diverse array of items for sale at Mayday!, you’ll find mugs 
emblazoned with mug shots of celebrities, jewelry made from recycled circuit boards, 
tin cans, spoons, and reclaimed leather, and quirky photography of hippos in tea cups. 
Amanda and Casey realize the importance of handmade small businesses and invest 
every dime collected from vendor fees and sponsorships into advertising and venue 
rentals. 
 
Who shops at Mayday? 

 Mostly women 
 Some families, some men 
 Even distribution of ages  
 Strong supporters of shopping locally 
 NOTA supporters 
 City Newspaper readers 
 Facebook users  

Mayday Marketing Plan 

Mayday! Underground has distinguished itself as a free to attend indie marketplace for
art + craft. Regular Facebook and blog posts about shopping locally/handmade, local 
events and businesses that corroborate our mission, news about past vendors, and 
DIYs keep shoppers engaged, even when the next show is months away. Mayday is 
always the last Saturday in April and the first weekend in November at the Village 
Gate, to make it as simple as possible for repeat shoppers to remember the show, and
allow for word of mouth to propagate. Advertising efforts include quarterly email blasts,
Facebook advertisements, sponsorships, postcard distributions, an ad in City 
Newspaper, roadside signage, collaboration with Yelp, limited edition tote bags, press 
release distribution, and this year we are looking into prime time TV commercials on 
local channels. Further interest in Mayday is incentivized through shopper rewards via 
free raffle giveaways and swag bags for the first 50 shoppers.  


